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Four known search words from a random word generator. 

Air Conditioner Orange Black Board Dog

A blue cylinder is at some height up, it is open up top and open all the way inside, and someone's 
thumbs are sliding down the cylinder wall on its outside. Main emphasis is on the top. 

Someone is lying with arms over a round bowl up there and the body is lying on the floor. Why are 
we so high up at the top? There is beard hairs on the right side of the bowl at the top. 

There are some diagonal set metal bars up there that lean into the bowl at the top. Furry, hairs. I 
don't know if logic is wanting to insert a dog with dog hairs, I don't really like partially blind targets 
with known search words because I don't know what is logic. I want to say I am seeing elements of a 
dog but then I think that it cannot be because logic would want to insert elements of a dog. But I 
have to report what I am seeing, there are elements and pieces of a dog, even the thumbs were at 
the beginning. Why are we so high up? 

Red hairs. 

12:04 midnight End RV. 

The target image has incredible correlation to my RV report and impressions. The red haired dog 
that is lying on its belly with the arms in front of it, the red hairs of a dog, even the dog being up at a 
high elevation because it is up on a table. The diagonal bars could be the pen like instrument being 
brought toward its eye. 

There is no blue cylinder with an open top, except I see the stethoscope of the veterinarian and that 
is a blue circle shape but in the wrong alignment and not with the dog on top of it. There is no red 
dog bowl that the dog would be lying on but there is a red outline formed by the stethoscope, at 
least on the left side in the vet's chest but if you look closely on the image the red tube of the 
stethoscope continues also on the right side almost hidden by the border of the image but it forms 
almost a round outline, and is near the dog but not of a dogbowl and not under the dog. 

To mention is that the woman also has red hair, but the hairs I saw were that of the dog, frizzy and 
lush and free like that. 



A perfect grade A report for correlation to feedback. Well done. 

No way! I just saw it! There IS a blue cylinder there and it is up on top of the shelf! Wow! This 
session simply gets the highest grade that I could possibly award for correlation, but it does not go 
any higher than an A. This report reminds us of the importance of making a thorough drawing, 
namely I drew the red dog bowl first even though I saw the blue cylinder first, and I drew the blue 
cylinder into the drawing at the end, or close to the end, of my session. Incredible, things like this 
show that RV really works. 

Image source https://wagwalking.com/condition/runny-nose
Image link https://images.wagwalkingweb.com/media/articles/dog/runny-nose/runny-nose.jpg

Note: The search words are "Air Conditioner", "Orange", "Black Board", "Dog" but they go in as in 
this case "six" single words into the search engine. 

Oh no I kind of ruined my report. I wanted to say that I saw a dog lying up above on the dog bowl or 
blue cylinder, and that I saw red dog hairs, but you see how I was being timid about using labels, 
fearing it to be labels from logic due to known search word dog. But I did manage to say before 
ending the session that "I see elements of a dog", so it's ok. 

12:18 midnight End session. 


